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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

One  dimensional  theory  of  the  electro-diffusion  of  ions  in  activated  carbon  porous  electrodes  is  applied  to
describe  the  dynamic  cycle  of  the  capacitive  mixing  (CAPMIX)  based  on  the  double  layer  expansion  (CDLE)
technique  to  harvest  renewable  energy  from  salinity  gradients.  The  model  combines  the  electro-diffusion
of  ions  with  adsorption  and  desorption  of charge  and  neutral  salt  into  the  double  layers  at  the  solid  liquid
interface,  providing  a comprehensive  and accurate  description  of  the  full CAPMIX  cycle  experimentally
eywords:
alinity differences
orous electrodes
uper-capacitors
lectrodiffusion

measured  in  prototype  cells.  A careful  analysis  of  the simulated  cycles  identifies  key  parameters  for  the
optimization  of  the  extracted  power,  like  the  appropriate  thickness  and  micro-structure  of the electrodes,
best materials  and  operation  conditions  of  the  electrochemical  cell.  These  directions  will  be fundamental
in the  development  of  this  technique  as an  economically  competitive  renewable  energy  source.

© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

enewable energy

. Introduction

It is well known that clean, renewable energy can be extracted
rom the controlled mixing of waters with different salinities [1–7].
everal approaches have been developed to efficiently harvest the
o-called “Blue Energy”, a resource that could be able to globally
roduce up to 2 TW from the natural mixing of waters occurring in
he rivers flowing into the sea [8–10]. Pressure retarded osmosis
PRO) [11–13] utilizes the osmotic pressure difference that devel-
ps when a semipermeable membrane (ideally, water-permeable,
ut salt-impermeable) separates two solutions of different concen-
ration. This pressure difference is used to drive a flow of water
rom a dilute solution into a more concentrated one, which is con-
erted into electrical power by a turbine and a pressure exchanger.
n reverse electrodialysis (RED) [14–16],  the two solutions with
ifferent salinities are brought into contact through an alternat-

ng series of anion and cation exchange membranes combined
ith two electrodes at each end. The chemical potential differ-

nce between salt and freshwater generates a voltage over each

embrane and the total potential of the system is the sum of the

otential differences over all membranes. These technologies make
se of membranes, which are expensive to produce and easily get

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: rul@ugr.es (R.A. Rica).

013-4686/$ – see front matter ©  2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2013.01.063
fouled and degraded. Moreover, they do not have infinitely high
selectivity to the counterion and that they can discharge at high
currents, losing selectivity [17].

A novel technique based on the use of electric double layer (EDL)
electrochemical capacitors [18–20] has been recently proposed by
Brogioli [21], leading to the family of technologies that we now
call “capacitive mixing” (CAPMIX) [8]. In CAPMIX, the generation of
energy is directly linked to the mixing process, so there is no need
for intermediate processes nor conversions, simplifying its imple-
mentation and up-scaling. The electrodes of EDL super-capacitors
are made of porous activated carbon particles, which are cheap
to produce and have long lifetimes. Considering these advantages
with respect to other approaches, this technique appears to be a
promising way to harvest renewable energy at competitive cost, to
be added to the pursued mix  of energy sources. Fouling is also an
issue in porous electrodes, and much work has to be done in order to
minimize its impact. In general, fouling by chemical and biological
agents will depend on the local chemistry and biology of rivers, and
existing methods to clean membranes and avoid their fast degra-
dation [22] are expected to be also applicable to the maintenance
of porous electrodes.

The strategy originally proposed by Brogioli [21,23],  called

“capacitive energy extraction based on double layer expansion”
(CDLE), does not need any membrane, but is based on the depend-
ence of the capacitance of the EDL on the salt concentration.
“Capacitive energy extraction based on Donnan potential” (CDP)

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2013.01.063
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00134686
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/electacta
mailto:rul@ugr.es
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2013.01.063
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ombines the CDLE strategy with elements of RED [24,25], incor-
orating ion-selective membranes to a capacitive cell for charge
torage. The inclusion of membranes avoids the need to externally
harge the capacitive cell, but adds the aforementioned draw-
acks they present. Other recent approaches include the use of

on-selective nanopores to induce current between reservoirs with
ifferent salt concentrations [26], useful for portable energy gener-
tion devices; or the “mixing entropy battery” (MEB) [27], which is
ble to extract and store electrochemical energy by selective inter-
ctions (faradaic reactions) of their electrodes with ions in solution.
EB  does not store charge capacitively, but pseudo-capacitively as

hemical energy inside the electrode bulk crystal structure, and
ses the dependence of the Nernst potential on salt concentration.
herefore, MEB  is in fact a “pseudo-CAPMIX” technique, since the
evice acts like a “pseudo-capacitor”.

CAPMIX is strongly related to capacitive deionization (CDI)
28,29], a technique that consumes energy to capacitively charge
airs of porous electrodes, thus removing ions from the electrolyte
etween them. They are not only inverse processes, but it has been
hown that, ideally, they can be operated reversibly in order to be
hermodynamically equivalent [30,31] and that the same design
mprovements could lead to optimal performance of both tech-
iques [32].

Although significant advances in the performance of CAPMIX
ells have been achieved with simplified models [23,25], an appro-
riate optimization can be developed only if a full comprehension
f all the involved mechanisms is available. Up to now, the bottle-
eck of CDLE has been the unavoidable presence of charge leakage,

.e., the loss of the stored charge due to undesired surface reac-
ions, that limits the maximum power production [23,25].  We  have
ecently shown that leakage can be almost completely avoided
33], but the development of a competitive technology still requires
urther advances on the understanding of the properties of the
olid/liquid interface, in particular the mechanism responsible for
he leakage itself, and guidelines for optimal cell design and oper-
tion. Indeed, like in other supercapacitor technologies [18,34,35],
he transport of ions inside the porous matrix strongly influences
he performance of a CAPMIX cell [36], which has to be taken into
ccount.

Despite the fact that the physical origin of the EDL is easy
o understand, its rigorous modeling is far from simple, even
n equilibrium conditions [37]. Recent approaches have analyzed
he thermodynamic CAPMIX cycle, aiming at the maximization
f the extracted energy. The numerical analysis of a modified
oisson–Boltzmann free-energy density functional performed by
oon and van Roij [31] proposes a more efficient cycle than
he one tested by Brogioli. More elaborate treatments solve the
ull set of electrokinetic equations inside a cylindrical pore or
se a cell model to describe the EDLs in a highly concentrated
lug of carbon particles [38,39]. It is also worthwhile to men-
ion that a continuum description of EDL is not strictly valid
nside micropores of size comparable to those of hydrated ions,
s confinement effects can lead to very large capacitances inside
ub-nanometer micropores [40,41], capacitance oscillations for
ecreasing pore size [42–44] or different charge storage mech-
nisms [45]. Moreover, steric effects are typically to be taken
nto account [46–50],  specially under nano-confinement where
here appear oscillations in charge density due to ion–ion ordering
51].

In this work, we aim at the description of the kinetics of the
APMIX cycle, as other studies have previously addressed its
hermodynamics. This kinetic description is essential in order to

nderstand the unexpected behavior observed in experiments
21,23,36], and to improve present cell design and operation
uidelines of a CAPMIX prototype. Therefore, we avoid a rigor-
us description of the EDLs and the transport therein, by using a
Acta 92 (2013) 304– 314 305

macroscopic description of them. This description considers charge
and salt adsorption into the EDLs as excess quantities that modify
the electro-diffusion of ions in the macropores of the electrodes,
where the solution is assumed to be electroneutral [52].

The paper is organized as follows. The CDLE principle and
its application to Blue Energy harvesting is introduced in
Section 2.1,  followed by the description of voltage–charge and
voltage–concentration relations of the EDL in Section 2.2.  Then, the
model is completed by the description of a 1D theory of electro-
diffusion of ions (Section 2.3). After an overall description of the
transport and adsorption phenomena in the porous electrodes
(Section 3.1), we  discuss some technical details aiming at the max-
imization of the extracted power from the CAPMIX cycle in Section
3.2.

2. Theory

2.1. The CDLE principle

Consider a parallel plate electrostatic capacitor. In such a
device, the voltage difference between the two oppositely charged
plates is directly proportional to their separation d according to
V = Q/Cs = Qd/ε, Q being the charge per unit surface on each plate,
Cs the specific (per unit surface) capacitance, and ε the electric
permittivity of the medium between the plates. We  can do work
against the electrostatic force on this system by moving apart the
two plates. The work thus done is stored by the capacitor as elec-
trostatic energy, increasing the voltage difference between the two
plates at constant charge.

As a first approach, the structure of the EDL that forms close to
a charged surface in contact with an ionic solution can be thought
of as a parallel plate capacitor, where one plate is the solid sur-
face and the other one is the diffuse charge. A measure of the
distance between the two plates is given by the Debye length �D,
that depends on the bulk salt concentration C, as it is the result of a
competition between the electrostatic forces that attract counter-
ions to screen the surface charge with the diffusive force trying to
equilibrate the concentration of all ionic species [37]. In the case
of a monovalent electrolyte (z+ = − z− = z = 1, being z± the valence
of cations and anions, respectively), the expression of the Debye
length reads:

�D =
√

εrε0kBT

2Ce2
(1)

εr being the relative electric permittivity of the liquid (typically
water), ε0 the electric permittivity of vacuum, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T is absolute temperature, e is the electron charge and C is
expressed in number of ions per unit volume. From this equation, it
is clear that the EDL will be thicker the lower the salt concentration,
and vice versa. The voltage drop in the diffuse part of the EDL �VD
can be described by the Gouy–Chapman surface charge–voltage
relationship [37]:

�VD = 2VT sinh−1
( −Q

2VT (εrε0/�D)

)
� −Q�D

εrε0
(2)

where VT = kBT/e is the thermal voltage and Q is the total charge per
unit surface in the diffuse part of the EDL. The approximation stands
for small surface charge, this limit clearly showing the similarity
with a parallel plate capacitor. From Eqs. (1) and (2),  we see that
the voltage drop in the diffuse part of the double layer increases

when C is decreased at constant Q.

By means of an electrochemical cell composed of two  electrodes
in an electrolyte solution of concentration Csalt externally charged
with a battery Vext (with an overvoltage close to zero), we can
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Fig. 2. Sketch of a parallel plate CAPMIX cell. Two electrodes made of assembled
micron-sized activated carbon particles are placed parallel and separated by a spacer
f the simulation are like in Fig. 4. The exchanged charge is the charge that is trans-
erred from one electrode to the other in the charge and discharge steps. Note that
he  zero value of charge has been arbitrarily set to the state of the charged cell.

enefit from CDLE to extract energy from salinity differences
erforming the following four-step cycle [21], see Fig. 1:

(i) Exchange the solution with another of lower salt content
Cfresh at constant stored charge (i.e., setting an open circuit
configuration). Upon this exchange, the surface potential will
spontaneously increase according to Eq. (2).

(ii) Discharge the electrodes through an external load Rext,salt to
Vext.

iii) Change the electrolyte solution to the one with higher salt con-
tent, also at constant charge. Upon this exchange, the surface
potential will decrease according to Eq. (2).

iv) Charge again the cell though a different external load Rext,fresh
until Vcell = Vext, reaching the initial state and leaving the cell
ready for a new cycle.

The energy extracted by this method is the area enclosed in the
urve in Fig. 1, and we see that its magnitude depends mainly on
he characteristics of the voltage–charge relations at constant salt
oncentration.

A sketch of the CDLE cell is shown in Fig. 2. Two  porous carbon
lectrodes are placed parallel with a channel in between through
hich a solution with the desired salt concentration flows. The two

lectrodes are connected to a voltage supply through a load, here
epresented by a resistor Rext,fresh or Rext,salt [21,23]. Other config-
rations different from the parallel plate here studied have been
roposed for CDP [53,54] and CDI [55,56], but their applicability to
DLE has not been discussed yet.

Since the charge is stored in the EDLs at the interface between
he solid and the solution, an efficient CAPMIX cell requires large
pecific surface allowing for a large charge (hence, energy) stor-
ge. EDL super-capacitors present huge specific surfaces (m2/g or

2/m3), allowing the storage of large amounts of ionic charge at
he interface between the porous matrix and an ionic solution and a
igh power output upon discharge. Accordingly, the electrodes are
omposed of activated carbon porous particles with a characteristic
ize of the order of a micron that are assembled and glued together
ith a polymer binder, and present a very large specific surface

nside small micropores. The size of the free space between differ-
nt carbon particles constitutes the macroporosity pmA that will

ct as pathways for salt and charge transport while the micropores
tore the ionic charge inside EDLs. The macroporosity is defined
s the volume fraction (of the total electrode volume) occupied by
he macropores. Similarly, we also define the microporosity pmi
channel along which a solution of the desired concentration flows. These elec-
trodes are connected to an external circuit composed by a voltage supply and a
load, represented by a resistor.

as the volume fraction of the electrode inside the micropores. The
characteristic sizes of macro and micro-pores are related to their
specific surfaces amA and ami (m2/m3) of the electrode through
hp = pmA/amA and hp,mi = pmi/ami, respectively [57]. In this work, we
will assume that amA � ami, hence neglecting the EDLs in the macro-
pores. Moreover, we must point out that such a distinction between
microporosity and macroporosity is a simplification, and that in
fact it neglects interesting effects such as the observed huge capac-
itance observed in sub-nanometer pores [40] and the correlation
between CDI performance and the fraction of volume occupied by
sub-nanometer pores [29].

2.2. Charge–voltage relations in the EDLs: application to CDLE

Our description of the EDL distinguishes between two  dif-
ferent regions: the diffuse part of the EDL, described by a
Poisson–Boltzmann distribution, and a compact part (Stern layer),
where all complications regarding maximum approach of ions to
the surface, specific adsorption, discrete charges, surface hetero-
geneity, etc., reside [37]. However, more realistic models of the
diffuse layer can also capture many of such effects [49,58]. More-
over, a description based on the Poisson–Boltzmann distribution
will break down at large voltage drops (� VT) in the diffuse part
of the double layer [49], but the low Stern layer capacitances typi-
cal of porous carbon electrodes [59] make the maximum voltages
reached in our simulations to be of the order of 2VT, thus justifying
our assumptions.

The Stern and the diffuse layers are though as a series association
of two capacitors, and therefore the total voltage drop across the
EDL is obtained as the sum of those at each layer:

�VEDL = �VD + �VSt (3)

where �VEDL and �VSt are the voltage drops of the EDL and of the
Stern layer, respectively. In the case of thin EDLs, like those formed
in the macropores, these voltage drops are related to the (specific)
charge adsorbed by the Gouy–Chapman–Stern (GCS) theory of the

EDL. In dimensionless form, Eq. (2) can be written as [52,57]:

qmA = −2
√

cmA sinh
��D

2
(4)
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Here, qmA = Q/(2e�salt
D Csalt) and cmA = CmA/Csalt are the dimen-

ionless charge adsorption per unit surface and salt concentration
n the macropore, respectively, with �salt

D the Debye length when
he concentration is Csalt. ��D = �VD/VT is the the dimensionless
oltage drop in the diffuse part of the EDL. In the case of a charge-
ree Stern layer, the charge in the diffuse part of the EDL is related
o the voltage drop in the Stern layer through:

mA = −��St

ımA
(5)

here ��St = �VSt/VT is the dimensionless voltage drop in the
tern layer. Moreover, ımA = �St/�salt

D , �St being an effective Stern
ayer thickness. Finally, the amount of salt adsorbed in the EDLs is
iven by the quantity wmA:

mA = 4
√

cmA sinh2 ��D

4
(6)

When the thickness of the diffuse part of the EDL is compa-
able to the characteristic micropore size, overlap between them
akes place and the Gouy–Chapman model (Eq. (4))  is not applica-
le. A way to analyze this effect is to consider the limiting case of
ebye length much larger than the pore size (�D � hp,mi), a situa-

ion likely to occur inside the micropores of porous carbon particles.
n this case, we can use the so-called “modified Donnan” model
mD) [57,60–62],  which assumes that the electric potential and the
oncentration of ions inside the micropores are uniform:

±
mi = cmAexp(∓��D) (7)

here c±
mi = C±

mi/Csalt are the dimensionless concentrations of
ations and anions in the micropores, respectively. The micro-
ore dimensionless charge density qmi = 1

2 (c+
mi − c−

mi) leads to the
ollowing charge–voltage relation in the micropores, relating the
imensionless voltage drops of the diffuse and Stern layers with
he diffuse charge:

mi = −cmA sinh ��D = −��St

ımi
(8)

ith

mi = 2eCsalt

VTCSt,vol
(9)

here CSt,vol = CSt/hp,mi is the volumetric Stern capacity of a micro-
ore. We  use CSt,vol instead of its surface counterpart CSt not only for
otation convenience, but also because confining effects make CSt
e dependent on the pore size and geometry, i.e., the value of hp,mi
40–43].  The salt concentration inside the micropores is defined as

mi = 1
2

(c+
mi + c−

mi) = cmA cosh ��D = cmA + wexcess
mi (10)

here we have also introduced the dimensionless excess salt
dsorption [63]:

excess
mi = cmA(cosh ��D − 1) = 2cmA sinh2 ��D

2
(11)

Here we see that salt adsorption (wexcess
mi ) is an inherently non-

inear process, vanishing at small diffuse layer potentials below
T.

For intermediate situations between these two limits or when
oth cases are present, more elaborate models of the EDL are
eeded, and the full set of electrokinetic equations has to be solved

64]. A very suitable approach is the application of a cell model
38,65,66], widely used in the analysis of concentrated suspen-
ions of colloidal particles and recently used to provide accurate
stimations of CDLE performance [39].
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2.3. Electro-diffusion in porous electrodes

A charge–voltage relation does not suffice to describe the
dynamics of the whole process of energy harvesting via capacitive
mixing of river and sea water with porous electrodes. In particular,
the charging and discharging processes are not only determined
by the RC charging time of the EDL, but the transport of ions in
the spacer and inside the porous electrodes is fundamental for
the performance and operational issues of the flow cell [52]. As
experiments show [21,23,36],  different time scales appear during
the operation of the CAPMIX cell, revealing complex dynamics in
the evolution of the cell voltage and stored charge. To account for
these effects, a one dimensional theory for the electro-diffusion of
ions in the macropores developed in Refs. [52,57] is used, which
provides a good description of the mechanisms taking place. This
theory has to be coupled to a proper description of the EDL through
a charge–voltage relation, but it is independent of the specific EDL
model, i.e., it can be combined with GCS, mD or a cell model.

The treatment is based on the Nernst–Planck equation for
point-like ions, thus describing the flux of ions due to gradients
of concentration and electric potential. In dimensionless form,
this equation relates the reduced ion flux of cations and anions,
j± = J±/Jlim, to the gradients of concentration (∂c±/∂x) and electric
potential (∂�/∂x) through:

j± = −1
2

(
∂c±

∂x
± c± ∂�

∂x

)
(12)

where Jlim = 2DmACsalt/Le is the diffusion-limited current,
c± = C±/Csalt are the dimensionless concentrations (either in
the macropores or in the spacer outside the electrodes) of cations
and anions, respectively, � is the dimensionless electrostatic
potential (� = V/VT, with V the dimensional electric potential),
and x = X/Le is the dimensionless position coordinate, Le being the
thickness of the electrode. DmA is the effective diffusion coefficient
of ions inside the macropores of the electrodes.

We distinguish between two  regions (see Fig. 3): the stagnant
diffusion layer (SDL) (−LSDL < X < 0), i.e., a transition region outside
the electrode matrix where the electric potential and the salt con-
centration change from their values in the bulk to those inside the
electrode; and the electrode itself (0 < X < Le), where charge and
salt adsorption have to be taken into account. This treatment does
not include the transport of ions inside the micropores, which can
be relevant in certain conditions [67–69]. However, the present
approach has been successfully applied to describe experimental
results on capacitive charging of porous electrodes [70], CDI  per-
formance [62] and CAPMIX cycles [36]. The good agreement found
suggests that the transport in the micropores can be neglected in a
first approach, leaving the inclusion of this effect for future work.

Assuming electroneutrality (c = c+ = c−) and with an appropriate
mass balance [52], we  obtain the Ohm law and the diffusion equa-
tion, describing the electro-diffusion of ions in the SDL, outside the
electrode matrix:

iSDL = −cSDL
∂�SDL

∂x
(13)

∂cSDL

∂t
= dSDL

∂2
cSDL

∂x2
(14)

where iSDL is the dimensionless current density in the SDL  (note
that it is constant along the whole SDL) and t is the dimension-
less time normalized by the characteristic diffusion time inside the
porous matrix �diff = L2

e /DmA. Furthermore, dSDL = D/DmA is the quo-

tient between the bulk diffusion coefficient D and that inside the
porous matrix DmA.

While Eqs. (13) and (14) fully describe the transport of ions in
the SDL, they have to be modified to account for salt and charge
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Fig. 3. 1D model of electro-diffusion of ions in porous electrodes applied to CAPMIX.
The uniform rates of charge (iSDL(t)) and neutral salt (jSDL(t)) transport in the stagnant
diffusion layer (SDL) due to gradients of salt concentration and electric potential are
modified inside the porous matrix due to adsorption of both charge (jcharge(x, t))
and salt (jsalt(x, t)) into the EDLs which form at the solid–liquid interface, leading to
position (and time) dependent quantities imA(x, t) and jmA(x, t). The local values of
electric potential (�(x, t)) and salt concentration (c(x, t)) determine, together with the
adsorbed charge in the EDLs, the (unique) electrode potential through appropriate
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DL models. At the beginning of the open circuit steps, the solution in the bulk
nd in part of the SDL is substituted. The part of the SDL which is not changed
nstantaneously is determined by the length Lchange. cbulk is either csalt or cfresh.

dsorption into the EDLs to be valid inside the porous matrix.
his modification is obtained performing a volume average for a
orous structure of the boundary conditions developed in Ref. [63]
o include these effects in the study of the dynamics of blocking
arallel-plate electrodes, which describe how charge and salt are
dsorbed into the EDLs formed at this interface partially desalting
he electrolyte between the electrodes.

Here, we have unified previous treatments, where the opposite
imits of thin and thick EDLs have been considered independently.
his differentiation is present in [57], were the specific charge and
alt adsorption are defined per unit surface in the case of thin
DLs (limit applicable to the EDLs in the macropores), while it is
efined per unit volume for thick EDLs (limit applicable to the EDLs

nside the micropores). In what follows, we do not make such a
istinction, and hence we drop the subscripts in charge and salt
dsorption, simply writing q and w, keeping in mind that they are
efined per unit surface or per unit volume depending on the con-
idered EDL model (GCS or mD,  respectively). For this purpose, we
ave to introduce a parameter which accounts for the volume avail-
ble for ions adsorption. Therefore, we define the parameter 	 as
he volume fraction of electrode occupied by the EDLs. When the
ebye length is small as compared with the characteristic pore

ize and the GC model applies, 	 = �salt
D a, where a is the surface

er unit volume of electrode. The thin double layer approximation
mplies 	 = �salt

D a � pmA [52,57]. On the opposite limit, when we

ssume that the EDLs are thick as compared to the micropores, the
DLs completely fill the micropores and are strongly overlapped.
n this situation, the mD  model applies and 	 coincides with the

icroporosity pmi.
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The averaging procedure applied to porous electrodes
leads to a non-constant current density inside the electrode
imA = − cmA∂�mA/∂x, dependent on the depth x in the electrode,
due to the charge adsorption into the EDLs jcharge [52,57]:

pmA
∂imA

∂x
= −	jcharge = −	

(
∂q

∂t

)
, (15)

The salt transport is also modified by the salt adsorption rate
jsalt:

∂cmA

∂t
= dSDL

∂2
cmA

∂x2
− 	

pmA
jsalt = dSDL

∂2
cmA

∂x2
− 	

pmA

(
∂w

∂t

)
(16)

Therefore, the transport of ions in the electroneutral macropo-
res is coupled to the reduced adsorbed charge q and salt w into
the EDLs, and to the electrode electric potential by the appropriate
charge–voltage relations given by the different EDL models.

Eqs. (15) and (16) lead to two coupled PDEs for the concentration
of salt in the macropores cmA and the charge stored in the EDLs q
as quantities dependent on the depth in the electrode x and time t:

∂ceff(x, t)
∂t

= pmA
∂2

cmA(x, t)
∂x2

(17)

	
∂q(x, t)

∂t
= pmA

∂
∂x

(
cmA

∂�(x, t)
∂x

)
(18)

where

ceff(x, t) = pmAcmA(x, t) + 	w(x, t) (19)

is an effective salt concentration, defined as total number of ions
inside pores and EDLs per unit total electrode.

The boundary conditions between the two regions are as fol-
lows. At the interface between the SDL and the electrode (X = 0), we
have continuity in concentration cSDL = cmA = c0 and electric poten-
tial �SDL = �mA = �0. The current i on either side is the same but
for the macroporosity pmA correction, thus, iSDL = pmAimA. Similarly,
we have continuity in salt flux, dSDL

∂c
∂x

|SDL = pmA
∂c
∂x

|mA. At the outer
boundary of the SDL (X = − LSDL), in contact with the bulk solution,
we have c = cbulk and � = 0. The inner boundary of the electrode

(X = Le) is assumed to be blocking for all ions: ∂cmA
∂x

= 0 and imA = 0.
In order to couple the dynamics of the cell with the external

circuit (composed by the cell in series with the external source Vext

and a resistor Rext), we impose the continuity of the current inside
the cell and in the external circuit:

Iext = Vcell − Vext

Rext
= iSDL

2CsalteDA

Le
(20)

where A is the geometric surface of the electrodes.
In our simulations, the salinity change steps (performed in open

circuit, Iext = 0), are done by instantaneously substituting the solu-
tion in part of the SDL, leaving the solution unchanged in a layer
close to the electrode of thickness Lchange (see Fig. 3). In this work,
we arbitrarily set its value to Lchange = 20�m.

The cell voltage, defined as the voltage difference between two
identical but oppositely charged electrodes, is calculated at each
time step from the value of the electrode potential �1 defined with
respect to the potential at boundary between the SDL and the bulk,
see Fig. 3. We  will simulate only one electrode, so the cell voltage
is:

Vcell = 2�1VT − �Vint (21)

where �Vint is the voltage drop in the internal resistance

(see Fig. 4) and �1 can be obtained from the macrop-
ore potential and the voltage drop of the EDL at x = 0,
�1 = �mA(x = 0) + ��D(x = 0) + ��St(x = 0). The internal resistance
has two  origins, namely, the resistivity of the solution in the spacer
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etween the electrodes (but not that inside the macropores of the
orous matrix) and the resistivity of the carbon itself. In general, the
esistivity of the carbon is much smaller than that of the electrolyte,
nd will be neglected is this work. Therefore, in our simulations, the
nternal resistance is calculated at each time as the resistance of the
olution in the spacer between the two electrodes.

Eqs. (17) and (18), coupled with the external circuit given by Eq.
20), make a strongly non-linear system which cannot be solved
nalytically, although some approximations allow to identify dif-
erent dynamical regimes [52,57]. As we are interested on the full
escription of a CAPMIX experiment, we perform the full numerical
olution in the four steps cycle, as shown in the next section.

. Results and discussion

.1. Overall behavior

We consider a cell composed by two electrodes with geometric
rea A = 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm and thickness Le = 150 �m,  placed parallel
nd opposite to one another at a distance d = 1 mm  (see Fig. 2). As in
revious works [36,52,57],  we also assume LSDL = Le. The electrodes

re characterized by a Stern layer capacitance per unit volume
St,vol = 0.1 GF/m3 and porosities pmi = pmA = 0.3.

The cell is initially charged to Vext = 500 mV in a 500 mM NaCl
olution, and then the CAPMIX cycle starts. Fig. 4(a) depicts how
Acta 92 (2013) 304– 314 309

the average concentration inside the electrode (i.e., the average
of cmA(X) between X = 0 and X = Le) and the concentration at the
interface between the electrode and the SDL change with time.
The evolution of the cell potential and the external current solu-
tion during the four-steps CAPMIX cycle are shown in Fig. 4(b)
and (c), respectively. In the first step of the cycle, the salt solu-
tion between the electrodes is substituted by freshwater in open
circuit (Iext = 0). Due to the low salt concentration in this region,
the salt inside the porous matrix diffuses out driven by the salinity
gradient until it is canceled, leading to the expansion of the EDLs at
the carbon/solution interfaces and to the increase in the cell volt-
age, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Once the cell voltage saturates reaching
a plateau, the cell is discharged to the external source through an
external load Rext,fresh = 25 
.  After the cell voltage equals that of
the external source, we flow again saltwater between the two elec-
trodes. The salt now diffuses from the inter-electrode space to the
porous matrix, contracting the EDLs and decreasing the cell poten-
tial. Finally the cell is charged to the external source through a load
Rext,salt = 1 
,  leaving it ready to start a new cycle. The discontinuity
on the cell voltage �VRint

seen at the beginning of the discharge and
charge steps is due to the discontinuity in the current through the
cell when the circuit is closed.

Strikingly, in agreement with previous experiments [21,23,36],
the model predicts that the characteristic rise time (switch from
saltwater to freshwater) is much longer than the characteristic fall
time (fresh to salt) and also much longer than the characteristic
time of the diffusion inside the macropores of the electrode. This
happens even if, as in the shown case, salination and desalination
due to charge and salt adsorption into the EDLs are not important
enough to make both diffusion processes asymmetric. In particular,
it is impressive to see that while after 1 s the concentration at the
electrode–solution interface has fallen to less than half its value,
the cell voltage remains almost unaltered, see Fig. 4(b).

In order to study the time response, we  evaluate the charac-
teristic single exponential time of rise �rise and fall �fall in the
solution change steps; i.e., we  evaluate the time needed by the
cell voltage to reach the value Vcell = (1 − exp(−1))Vcell,max, being
Vcell,max = Vext + �Vrise (see Fig. 4(b)) the cell voltage at which it satu-
rates. In the same way, �fall is defined as the time needed to decrease
the cell potential from Vcell = Vext to Vcell = (1 + exp(−1))Vcell,min,
with Vcell,min = Vext − �Vfall. The characteristic times of the simu-
lation in Fig. 4(b) are �rise � 50 s and �fall � 3 s

(
�rise/�fall � 20

)
,

while the characteristic diffusion time can be estimated to be
�diff = L2

e /DmA � 15 s.
This asymmetry between the two  open circuit transients (the

characteristic times needed by the cell voltage to stabilize when
we switch from salt- to fresh water, and vice versa) is mainly due
to the highly non-linear voltage–concentration relation predicted
by the EDL models [36]. Consider a constant charge curve in the
Vcell–concentration space (solid and dashed lines in Fig. 5). When
the concentration is above 200 mM,  the voltage changes very lit-
tle with concentration, while below that value the dependence
is very strong. Therefore, we need to decrease the concentra-
tion of the solution below 200 mM when we  switch from salt to
freshwater to see a significant effect on the cell voltage, while
the decrease in voltage in the opposite step (fresh to salt) is
faster.

Another mechanism contributing to the asymmetry can be also
observed in Fig. 5, which also depicts the path followed by the cell in
the voltage–concentration space (dashed-dotted line). It is interest-
ing to see that this path does not follow a constant charge evolution
in the open circuit steps (none of the solid or dashed lines), but a
more complex one. In particular, the evolution of the voltage with

the concentration is slower at the beginning of the switching steps
(i) and (iii) than the predicted by constant-charge paths. This is due
to a redistribution of the charge along the depth X in the electrode,
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lthough the total charge in the electrode is kept constant [36].
his mechanism takes place in each electrode individually, while
o current flows through the external circuit.

The origin of this behavior can be understood from a local
escription of the dynamics of adsorption of charge and salt into
he EDLs, as it is done in Fig. 6. Here we represent the time evolution
f the position-dependent salt concentration in the SDL (x ∈ [−1, 0])
nd in the (transport) macropores inside the electrode (x ∈ [0, 1]),
ogether with the volume densities inside the micropores (x ∈ [0,
]) of charge (q(x, t)) and salt adsorption (wexcess(x, t)).

The discharge/charge steps do not show new phenomenology,
s these steps have been previously analyzed [52,57]. During these
rocesses, charge and salt are released/adsorbed to/from the EDLs,
artially salting/desalting the solution locally. As the considered
xternal voltage is not too high and a CAPMIX cycle only implies
mall variations of the EDL potential drop around it, the impact of
alination/desalination on the global performance of the cell here
onsidered can be neglected. However, these effects are important
or the comparison with experimental data, when the cell is finite
nd the concentration of the bulk can be modified during the cycle.

On the other hand, the open circuit steps present very rich phen-
menology, appearing transport mechanisms with different time
cales (others than the simple diffusion of salt). After the instanta-
eous change of the solution from salt to fresh in the bulk and in
art of the SDL (X ∈ [− LSDL, − Lchange]), diffusion transports salt from
he highly concentrated macropores toward the fresh solution,
hus establishing a concentration gradient inside the porous matrix
quite sharp at short times after the switching, � � L2

change/D ≤ 1 s,
moothing out at larger time scales).

Within this short time scale, a redistribution of the charge in the
icropores along the depth of the electrode occurs: a current inside

ach individual electrode transports counterions from the surface
icropores toward those deeper in the electrode. This current is

esponsible for the transition observed in Fig. 5 from the q = 0.25 to
he q = 0.24 curves. This redistribution of counterions is more appar-
nt in step (iii), when the current carries the counterions in the
pposite direction, increasing its density in the micropores closer
o the SDL–electrode interface (x = 0), and inducing the transition
etween the curves q = 0.20 and q = 0.22 in Fig. 5.

In both open circuit steps, the redistribution of counterions is

riven by the appearance of an electric field. This is due to the
radient of concentration that is established in the macropores
f the electrode when we change the solution in the cell: due to
Acta 92 (2013) 304– 314

the CDLE principle, a local variation of salt concentration mod-
ifies the local electric potential of the solution and the carbon,
which react sustaining currents (of counterions in the solution,
electrons in the carbon) to cancel the gradients. If the open circuit
step is long enough to reach a constant salt concentration along the
electrode, new currents appear in the opposite direction, and the
uniform distribution of counterions is recovered [36]. Note that, in
spite of similarities, this process is different from the redistribution
of charge which occurs along a single micropore when transport
inside them becomes important (at longer time scales) [67].

In both cases, the charge redistribution slows down the dynam-
ics of the system, as it is clearly seen if we carefully analyze
Fig. 5. Here we  see that the path followed by the cell in the
voltage–concentration space (thick dashed dotted line) is flatter
at the beginning of the solution change (salt-to-freshwater at high
charge, fresh-to-saltwater at low charge) than the constant charge
paths (solid and dashed lines). However, the electrode relaxes to a
uniform charge distribution faster in the fresh-to-salt step because
in this step there is less charge to be transferred, so the character-
istic time is necessarily shorter.

If longer electrodes than the considered here are to be stud-
ied, charge redistribution will also appear the electrodes along the
direction of the flow during the solution change steps, as gradi-
ents of electrolyte concentration will also develop in this direction.
Accurate modeling of this situation requires a two-dimensional
treatment, which is out of the scope of the present work.

Another interesting effect observed during salinity change in
open circuit is the effect on the adsorbed salt into the EDLs: the salt
adsorption wexcess increases when salt concentration is decreased,
and vice versa. Therefore, desalination of the macropores by an
increase on salt adsorption from micropores takes place when
we change from salt to freshwater due to salt adsorption (with-
out changing the amount of stored charge q), while the opposite
(salination) happens when switching from fresh to saltwater. This
effect was already noticed in [71], where the authors observed that
the charge efficiency, defined as the adsorbed salt per unit charge,
increases when decreasing the bulk salt concentration.

3.2. Toward optimization

In this section, we  present trends of some key parameters that
could improve the power extraction in a CAPMIX cell. These results
are complementary to other studies focused on the maximization
of the extracted energy [31,39], and would have to be considered
together with them in the design of an optimal CAPMIX cell.

It is clear that the power generation will be improved by a
reduction of the duration of every step of the cycle. As we have
already seen, the longest steps are those performed with freshwa-
ter, so special attention has to be paid to shorten these if increased
cycle power is desired. On the one hand, the discharge step can
be performed at constant current instead of discharging the cell to
a constant external voltage, thus optimizing the extracted power
during this step thanks to better impedance matching [25,27]. On
the other hand, the shortening of the switching step can be done
by a proper design of the CAPMIX cell.

The dependence of the characteristic times with the thickness of
the electrodes is illustrated in Fig. 7, where the expected quadrati-
cal behavior is clearly observed. Therefore, a fast response requires
thin electrodes. From this quadratic behavior, an effective diffusion
coefficient Deff can be obtained, fitting the data to an equation of the
form � = �0 + L2

e /Deff. Two  different values are obtained, depending
on the considered data set (�rise or �fall), which differ in one order of
eff eff
They are also different from the average diffusion coefficient of NaCl
(DNaCl = 1.6 × 10−9 m2/s). This apparent discrepancy is expected
from the fact that we  do not directly measure the diffusion, but
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energy generation. Therefore, there will be a compromise between
a fast response and the energy extracted on each cycle to give
the maximum power output. In general, we can say that large
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ts effects on the cell voltage, which is also influenced by the non-
inear voltage–concentration dependence and the redistribution of
harge discussed above.

Fig. 8 shows that the two different porosities work in opposite
ay: on the one hand, the larger the macroporosity the faster the
lectrode will respond to salinity changes, as the transport of salt
s faster thanks to larger paths for diffusion. On the other hand,
he larger the microporosity is, the slower the response will be.
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The importance of the properties of the solid–liquid interface
re depicted in Fig. 9, where we see that a larger Stern layer

apacitance improves both the time response and the energy
roduction. The specific capacitance of the interface depends for
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eing larger the more hydrophilic it is [59]. Inside the micropores,
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recent studies suggest a significant increase of the capacitance as
the pore size is decreased (up to a limiting value, when the pore is
smaller than the ion) [40,41], so smaller pores would be in general
more desirable. However, it is not clear whether in the case of such
small pores, when there is no room for the presence of a diffuse
layer, the mechanism of CDLE can effectively take place.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows that an increase on power production can
be obtained at the expense of a smaller energy extracted per cycle
thanks to the non-linearity of the voltage–concentration depend-
ence. As we  already pointed out, the cell voltage depends very little
on the salt concentration above C � 350 mM,  and therefore it is not
worth going beyond this value. In this way, the steps performed in
saltwater can be done very fast with a small amount of lost energy.
In the given example, we  obtain an improvement of about 40% in
power production, to which we  must add the energy not consumed
due to the decrease on pumping power demand.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we  have studied for the first time the non-trivial
kinetics of the CAPMIX technique to extract renewable energy from
salinity differences. Our analysis takes into account the electro-
diffusion of ions inside the porous matrix together with charge
and salt adsorption into the EDLs formed at the solution/carbon
interface. These adsorptions, whose rates depend on the EDL  prop-
erties, can modify locally the salt concentrations, strongly affecting
the kinetics of the process. Our treatment provides a full qual-
itative description of all the complex mechanisms affecting the
performance of the CAPMIX cell. We have identified new trans-
port phenomena and adsorption dynamics not described before.
In particular, we  have shown that the asymmetry in the open cir-
cuit phases of the CDLE cycle observed in experiments is due to
the strongly non-linear dependence of the cell voltage on the salt
concentration and to the non-uniform charge and salt adsorption
established by redistribution currents inside each single electrode.

Finally, we  have proposed guidelines for the optimal design of a
CAPMIX cell, considering the engineering of materials, flow cells
and appropriate cycle operation. Maximum power extraction is
obtained with short cycles and large produced energy per cycle.
We conclude that a fast time response requires thin electrodes and
large macropores, while energy extraction is increased for small
(sub-nanometer) micropores. Moreover, the maximum power pro-
duction is not obtained if we allow the cell voltage to stabilize
reaching a plateau, but if we only take advantage of the fast initial
voltage rise.
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